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High-temperature phases of solids are often dynamically stable only. First-principles study of point defects in such
solids at 0 K is prohibited by their static instability, which results in random structures of the defect-containing
supercell so that the total energy of the supercell is randomly affected by structural distortions far away from
the defect. Taking cubic perovskite 𝛼-CsPbI3 as an example, we first present the problem incurred by the
static instability and then propose an approach based on molecular dynamics to carry out ensemble average for
tackling the problem. Within affordable simulation time, we obtain converged defect ionization energies, which
are unattainable by a standard approach and allow us to evaluate its defect tolerance property. Our work paves
the way for studying defects in statically unstable solids.
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In recent years, inorganic halide perovskites have
demonstrated high performance in photovoltaic[1−4]
and light-emitting[5−8] applications. Among these
materials, CsPbI3 has been most intensively studied
for making solar cells. Currently, the highest power
conversion efficiency based on CsPbI3 has reached
20.4%.[9] Compared with its counterparts containing organic cations (e.g., CH3 NH3 PbI3 ), CsPbI3 has
higher thermal and chemical stability.[10,11] The main
issue of CsPbI3 is that, at room temperature, it stabilizes in a non-perovskite phase,[12] instead of the 𝛼phase. The latter is the desired phase for making
solar cells. Several breakthrough studies have successfully stabilized CsPbI3 in the 𝛼-phase[1,2,13] or
other distorted perovskite phases, such as 𝛽- and 𝛾CsPbI3 ,[9,14−17] which are all shown to be promising
for making high-efficiency solar cells. There appears a
question whether CsPbI3 can take over CH3 NH3 PbI3
and its organic family if the stability issue can be favorably solved.
Defect tolerance of CH3 NH3 PbI3 and similar lead
halide perovskites is among the most attractive properties of these materials.[18−25] It is perceived that
they could be free of intrinsic deep-level defects that
serve as carrier recombination centers, the most undesired defects in solar cells. This finding is an important
contribution to the defect physics of semiconductors

beyond the materials themselves. This property also
allows the materials to be prepared without demanding control on the purity and crystallinity, which facilitates the low-cost production of solar cells. However,
the static instability of 𝛼-CsPbI3 presents a serious
issue for theoretical study of its defect properties. As
we will show, the commonly used approach based on
the density functional theory (DFT) fails to produce
credible results on the positions of defect levels in the
band gap and, therefore, cannot be used to study the
defect tolerance of 𝛼-phase CsPbI3 .
The dynamic behaviors of defects in halide perovskites were discussed recently from different perspectives. For example, Rakita et al. noted that
the fast diffusion of intrinsic defects is in accord
with the “self-healing” phenomenon observed in these
materials.[26] Cohen et al. found that the eigenvalues of defect states in halide perovskites are dynamic
by exhibiting substantially larger fluctuation within
the band gap than that in traditional semiconductor
materials,[27] and noted that the local and instantaneous arrangement of atoms causes the large fluctuation. The structural instabilities have been discussed
for bulk halide perovskites.[28,29] However, how static
instability of bulk materials affects defect calculations
has not yet been studied even though this may not
be a serious issue for studying the stable phases of
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gap will directly affect the calculation of defect properties.
Figure 1(b) shows the snapshot at the last step
from a 25-ps MD simulation at 650 K. The structure
is visibly distorted from the perfect 𝑃 𝑚3̄𝑚 structure.
However, we note that this does not affect the fact that
a diffraction measurement will yield a high-symmetry
structure. Figure 1(c) shows the averaged structure
based on the MD trajectory from the last 20 ps of
the whole simulation. The averaged structure reasonably recovers the 𝑃 𝑚3̄𝑚 symmetry with only slight
distortion due to the finite averaging time. In practical diffraction measurements, such as x-ray diffraction, the measuring time is several orders of magnitude longer than 20 ps. Therefore, a 𝑃 𝑚3̄𝑚 structure
is obtained.
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In this Letter, we propose a first-principles approach to calculating defect transition levels (or ionization energies) at finite temperature, critically important for statically unstable systems such as 𝛼CsPbI3 . The calculation is carried out by performing
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, in which the
structure is highly distorted from the high-symmetry
structure of 𝑃 𝑚3̄𝑚 space group at any given time.
The distortions are strong enough to break the harmonic approximations for the lattice dynamics so that
no stable phonon spectrum can be obtained from the
high-symmetry structure. In the presence of a defect,
the distortions as visualized by the [PbI6 ] octahedron
rotations are at random. This fails the static calculations as commonly used for studying defects. As
we will show, statistical ensemble average in the time
period of typical MD simulations is sufficient to determine the defect transition levels, which in turn allows
us to evaluate the defect tolerance of 𝛼-CsPbI3 .
Computational Method. Our calculations were
carried out with the Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP)[34] using projector augmented wave
(PAW)[35,36] potential to describe the interaction between ion cores and valence electrons and using plane
waves as basis set. The generalized gradient approximation (PBEsol)[37] was used for the exchangecorrelation functional. A 3 × 3 × 3 supercell including 135 atoms was used for modeling the intrinsic defects. The Brillouin zone was sampled by the special
𝑘-point (0.5, 0.5, 0.5), where the band gap is located.
The cutoff energy of the plane waves was set to be
238 eV. This setup of 𝑘-point and cutoff energy yields
a band gap of 1.17 eV for the 3 × 3 × 3 supercell without structural distortions. As a convergence test, we
checked the unit cell using a 10 × 10 × 10 𝑘-grid and
500 eV cutoff. The obtained band gap is 1.19 eV. MD
simulations were conducted with the 𝑁 𝑉 𝑇 ensemble
using the Nosé–Hoover thermostat.[38,39] A time step
of 2.5 fs was used. Other computational details will be
described in the following.
Stability of Bulk 𝛼-CsPbI3 . To illustrate the problem, we first show in Fig. 1(a) the variation of the band
gap of 𝛼-CsPbI3 calculated by DFT-based MD simulation at 650 K. The averaged band gap is 1.67 eV,
as marked by a dashed line through the fluctuating MD results. For comparison, we also show the
band gap from the high-symmetry 𝑃 𝑚3̄𝑚 structure
as a black dashed line, which is 1.17 eV only. Such a
small band gap in a high-symmetry structure has also
been noted in early theoretical studies on the halide
perovskites.[40] The large difference between the band
gaps obtained from the two ways mentioned above reflects the strong electron-phonon coupling in this material. As the defect transition levels are all discussed
with respect to the band gap, an underestimated band
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Fig. 1. (a) Variation of the band gap of 𝛼-CsPbI3 in
DFT-based MD simulations at 650 K. Black dashed line
shows the band gap of the structure with the 𝑃 𝑚3̄𝑚 symmetry. (b) Snapshot of the atomic structure of 𝛼-CsPbI3
at the last step of the MD simulation. (c) Averaged structure based on the MD trajectory from the last 20-ps MD
simulation. (d) Phonon spectra of 𝛼-CsPbI3 at 0 K from
finite-difference calculation (left) and at 650 K from TDEP
calculation (right).

To further show the static instability and dynamic
stability of 𝛼-CsPbI3 , we compare the phonon spectra
obtained at 0 K and 650 K in Fig. 1(d). The spectrum at 0 K obtained by standard finite-difference
method[41] indicates severe instability by exhibiting
large imaginary vibrational modes across the whole
Brillouin zone, which cannot be described by common
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distortions in perovskite structures, namely, imaginary modes at zone-center indicating proper ferroelectricity, at zone-boundary indicating rigid octahedron titling, and Jahn–Teller distortion.[29] In contrast, the spectrum at 650 K obtained by temperaturedependent effective potential (TDEP) approach[42]
confirms the dynamical stability of 𝛼-CsPbI3 at this
temperature. To obtain the spectrum at 650 K, the
MD trajectory during the last 20-ps simulation (8000
MD steps) was used. In the following, we will use
“static instability” to describe the case that, at 0 K,
the material does not possess a stable static structure.
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the potential energy surface
(PES) of the 𝑣I defect in 𝛼-CsPbI3 . The red arrow marks
the unstable-balance point on the PES corresponding to
the middle structure, which is obtained by directly removing an I atom from the supercell with the 𝑃 𝑚3̄𝑚 symmetry and then relaxing to meet the zero-force criterion.
The left black arrow marks the lowest-energy structure obtained by following the imaginary modes from a frequency
calculation on the middle structure. The right black arrow marks the structure after six iterations of calculations
following the imaginary modes. (b) Energy evolution of
the 𝑣I defect in six iterations of imaginary mode-following
calculations (see the text).

Issue due to Static Instability in Defect Study. We
next show the problem in a defect calculation incurred
by the static instability of 𝛼-CsPbI3 . Take the iodine
vacancy (𝑣I ) as an example. If starting from a supercell based on the 𝑃 𝑚3̄𝑚 structure, we end up with
a highly symmetric structure for the 𝑣I defect after
structural relaxation. However, the structure is located at an unstably balanced point in the configuration space, as marked by an upward arrow in Fig. 2(a).
From a frequency calculation, it is found that this
structure exhibits 39 imaginary frequencies. By following each frequency, we further relax the structures. As shown in Fig. 2(b) (step 1), all the imaginary
modes lead to structures of lower energy, and the energies for several modes are significantly lower than the
high-symmetry structure by up to 0.34 eV. By picking
the lowest-energy structure, we further conduct a frequency calculation. Again, 33 imaginary frequencies

are found [step 2 in Fig. 2(b)]. By iterating this process several steps (steps 3–6), the total energy seemingly reaches a plateau with total energy about 0.57 eV
lower than the high-symmetry structure. However,
it should be noted that the structure still exhibits 8
imaginary modes.
The cause of the problem above is not difficult
to identify. By inspecting the structures of the two
low-energy structures as marked by two downward arrows in Fig. 2(a), it can be seen that the imaginary
modes lead to rotations of the iodine octahedra as they
are close to the instantaneously stable structure of 𝛼CsPbI3 . In the perovskite structure, the octahedron
rotation exists universally in bulk and low-dimensional
perovskites without defects.[43,44] The structures in
Fig. 2(a) on the left and right are taken from the end
structures of step 1 and step 6 in Fig. 2(b), respectively. Each individual low-energy structure from the
calculations in Fig. 2(b) could be associated with one
or more octahedron rotations. These distorted structures are randomly distributed in the configuration
space. Falling into any one of them purely relies on
the initial perturbation. In the examined case above,
the perturbation is realized by following one of the
imaginary modes. It should be emphasized that none
of these low-energy structures are metastable. They
are just reached by zero-temperature structural relaxation. Even worse, the possibility of being trapped in
such low-energy structures could increase with larger
supercells. Apparently, defect properties from such
calculations are purely random and hard to explain
physically.
MD-Based Ensemble Average for Defect Calculations. We present a straightforward approach to sampling the configuration space by using MD simulations. To study the defect tolerance, one is often concerned with the defect transition level as defined by
′

𝐸D𝑞 − 𝐸D𝑞
𝜖(𝑞/𝑞 ) =
− 𝐸VBM ,
𝑞′ − 𝑞
′

(1)

which indicates whether the defect is deep or shallow.
′
𝐸D𝑞 and 𝐸D𝑞 are the total energies of the supercells
containing a point defect of charge 𝑞 and 𝑞 ′ , respectively. 𝐸VBM is the energy of valence band maximum
(VBM) of the host material. In common defect calculations on 𝛼-CsPbI3 ,[45] the total energies are obtained
by optimizing the supercell structures at zero temperature, which suffer from the randomness problem as
illustrated in Fig. 2.
Figure 3(a) shows the MD simulation results for
the 𝑣I defect demonstrating an effective way of sampling the configuration space. The left panel shows
the total energies as a function of simulation time for
the neutral and 1+ charge states. The difference between the two average energies over the last 20 ps gives
rise to the transition level 𝜖(0/+) with respect to the
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VBM. Here, 𝜖(0/+) = 1.68 eV indicates that 𝑣I is a
shallow donor. Figure 3(b) shows the results for an acceptor defect, I-on-Cs antisite (ICs ). In CH3 NH3 PbI3 ,
the similar defect IMA (MA = CH3 NH3 ) was found to
have a deep 𝜖(0/−) transition level due to the formation of I trimer,[18] which is a stable species commonly
found in electrochemistry.[46] Our results show that
ICs also has a deep 𝜖(0/−) level inside the band gap.
By inspecting the atomic structure, I trimer is also
observed, which will be further discussed below.
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Fig. 3. (a) Total energies of the 𝑣I donor defect in 𝛼CsPbI3 as a function of the MD simulation time for the
neutral and 1+ charge states. (b) Total energies of the
ICs acceptor defect as a function of the MD simulation
time for the neutral and 1− charge states. Dashed lines
show the averaged values over the last 20-ps simulations.
The right panels show the histogram statistics of the total energy from each step of the MD simulations, where
the smooth solid lines show the Gaussian fitting to the
histograms. The arrows mark the Gaussian peaks.

The right panels in Fig. 3 show the histograms of
the total energies. By fitting the histogram with a
Gaussian function, we obtain the peak positions and
standard deviations. The peak positions from the
Gaussian fitting typically deviate from the direct ensemble averages in the corresponding left panels in
Fig. 3 by 0.01 eV or smaller. However, in several simulations we observe larger deviations up to 0.07 eV.
Another indicator of the reliability of simulation is
the standard deviation (𝜎) obtained from the Gaussian fitting. In principle, 𝜎 should be the same as
that from the simulation of the perfect supercell if the
supercell size is large enough. Our results show that
for the perfect supercell 𝜎 = 0.72 eV, while for the
defects, the calculated 𝜎 deviates from this value by
±0.1 eV, which provides an estimate on the error bar
of the calculated transition levels.
Defect Transition Levels. For the material to be
defect tolerant, the key indicator is that there exist no
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efficient recombination centers. In general, the 𝜖(0/+)
and 𝜖(0/−) transition levels need to be considered,
while transitions between higher charge states are carrier traps only.[47] Deep 𝜖(0/−) and 𝜖(0/+) levels serve
as the most efficient non-radiative recombination centers. In a recent work,[48] it was noted that IPb in the
negative charge state could still have a sizable capture coefficient for electrons. We do not consider such
possibility in this work. Figure 4(a) shows the defect transition levels for the intrinsic defects, where
the levels shown by solid bars correspond to the normal transitions of charge states, while those by dashed
bars (not the shaded bars) correspond to the abnormal
transitions. Here, by “normal” transitions, we mean
that a cation vacancy or an anion interstitial is an acceptor and a cation interstitial or an anion vacancy is
a donor, while the “abnormal” transitions are opposite to the normal transitions. To evaluate the normal
transition for an antisite defect, it can be considered
as a complex of an interstitial and a vacancy.
Comparing with previous calculations employing
the standard approach with the static high-symmetry
structure,[45] we obtain different results. In the previous study, a half of the defects exhibit transition levels about 1.5 eV above the conduction band minimum
(CBM) or below the VBM. Also, IPb was predicted to
be a deep acceptor and PbCs with a transition level
0.1 eV below the CBM was considered to be a deep
donor. In contrast, here we find four deep-level defects (more than 0.1 eV away from the band edges)
having the normal transitions (four thick solid bars in
the gap) and four deep-level defects having the abnormal transitions (four dashed bars in the gap), while
all other transition levels are shallow. All the deep
levels can be understood based on the strong covalency in lead halide perovskites,[18] namely, they always involve the formation of either a Pb dimer or an
I trimer. Figure 4(b) shows the averaged structures
of the deep-level defects over 20-ps simulations, where
the Pb dimers and I trimers can be clearly seen.
Understanding on the Deep Levels. A general
understanding on the condition for forming the Pb
dimers and I trimers and the associated deep transition levels are derived from the above results. If the
defect in a particular charge state has two or more
electrons in the defect band or conduction band, a Pb
dimer will form. Similarly, if the defect in a particular
charge state has two or more holes in the defect band
or valence band, an I trimer will form. The deep-level
transitions are always between two charge states with
and without the Pb dimer or I trimer formed.
The formation of a Pb dimer or an I trimer is associated with electronic energy gain,[18] which is to be
competed with the elastic energy loss due to the structural distortion.[33] When there are two extra electrons
(or holes), the electronic energy gain is doubled so that
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𝑖

where the total energies of the defect-containing supercell (𝐸D ) and defect-free supercell (𝐸0 ) were calculated by ensemble averages from MD simulations.
The total energies of elemental phases (𝐸𝑖 ) were determined by calculations at 0 K and amended by 23 𝑘B 𝑇
for each atom (see the following discussion for details).
The chemical potentials (𝜇𝑖 ) here were measured with
respect to the corresponding 𝐸𝑖 . The 𝑛𝑖 in Eq. (2) is
the number of incorporated or removed atoms when
forming the defect. The allowed region for 𝛼-CsPbI3
to be thermodynamically stable with respect to the
binary compounds is shown in Fig. 4(c). The calculated defect formation energies of all the intrinsic defects as a function of chemical potentials are shown
in Fig. 4(d). Under the I-rich condition (point B), all
the nominal acceptor defects (𝑣Cs , 𝑣Pb , I𝑖 , CsPb , ICs
and IPb ) exhibit low formation energies below 1 eV.
Therefore, this condition should be avoided. Under
the I-poor condition (point A), 𝑣I and Pb𝑖 have relatively low formation energies, while the other four
nominal donor defects have large formation energies
above 1 eV. By varying the chemical potential, it is
possible that all the defects have formation energy
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Discussion on the MD-Based Approach. We calculated the defect formation energy in neutral charge
state by
∑︁
𝐸D − 𝐸0 +
𝑛𝑖 (𝐸𝑖 + 𝜇𝑖 ),
(2)

higher than 1 eV.

0
=
m Cs

it can overcome the elastic energy loss. This is the case
for all the eight deep transition levels in Fig. 4(a). For
PbI and IPb , their 𝜖(0/+) and 𝜖(0/−) transitions are
between the states having two and three electrons (or
holes). Therefore, both charge states involved in the
transition have the Pb dimer or I trimer formed, explaining why the 𝜖(0/+) and 𝜖(0/−) transitions of PbI
and IPb are shallow. For Cs𝑖 and 𝑣Cs , the formations
of Pb dimer or I trimer are difficult, even in the abnormal charge state, because they need to overcome large
energy barriers to escape from a perfect [PbI6 ] octahedron. Therefore, these two defects always exhibit
shallow transition levels.
It should be emphasized that having the deep levels does not mean that the material cannot be defect
tolerant. It has been proposed that,[18] in order for
the deep levels serving as recombination centers, the
Fermi level of the material needs to be close to the
band edges. It is known that the halide perovskites
usually have negligible amount of equilibrium carriers, rendering the Fermi level always located at the
mid-gap. In such a case, the charge states associated
with deep-level transitions are not thermodynamically
stable. To check this condition, we also calculate the
𝜖(−/−2) and 𝜖(+/+2) transitions for 𝑣Pb , Pb𝑖 , CsI
and ICs defects, which are all shallow transitions as
shown in Fig. 4(a). These results are consistent with
the previous study.[18]
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Fig. 4. (a) Defect transition levels in 𝛼-CsPbI3 calculated by MD-based ensemble average. Red bars show the
acceptor levels and blue bars show the donor levels. The
four deep “normal” transition levels are shown by thick
solid bars. The four deep “abnormal” transition levels are
shown by dashed bars. The 𝜖(−/−2) and 𝜖(+/+2) transitions are shown by shaded bars. (b) Atomic structures
of the deep-level defects obtained by averaging the trajectories from the last 20-ps MD simulations. The chosen
charge states for these defects exhibit either a Pb dimer
or an I trimer. For clarity, Cs atoms are not shown here
except for the cases of CsI and CsPb defects. (c) Determination of chemical potentials for calculating defect
formation energies in 𝛼-CsPbI3 . The gray area shows the
allowed chemical potential region for 𝛼-CsPbI3 to be thermodynamically stable. (d) Defect formation energies of
intrinsic defects in neutral charge state at A and B points
in the chemical potential space corresponding to I-poor
and I-rich conditions, respectively.

As we employed MD simulations to obtain defect
properties at a finite temperature, it is necessary to
describe the physical meaning of the quantities that
were calculated above and the approximations that
were made. The key quantity here is the defect formation energy, from which the defect transition levels are
calculated. We consider a system as shown in Fig. 5
illustrating the case of doping a binary host material
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with an element A, where the element B in the host
is to be replaced. The reservoirs A and B contain A
and B atoms with chemical potentials of 𝜇A and 𝜇B ,
respectively. The defects could be charged and carry
a charge 𝑞, where the electrons are retrieved from or
released to the reservoir of electrons, i.e., the Fermi
level 𝐸F .
Host

A

B

e-

mA

mB

EF

q
q
mB

EF

A

B

e-

q
Defect

Fig. 5. Schematic showing the thermodynamics of defect
formation. The case of doping a binary host material is
taken as an example, where an element A (gray balls) is
to substitute for the element B in the host (brown balls).
Three A-on-B defects are shown in the illustration of the
defect system so that three holes (white balls) appear in
the reservoir A and three extra B atoms appear in the
reservoir B. Six little holes appear in the electron reservoir and represent the case of 𝑞 = 2𝑒.

Consider the defect formation process as a chemical reaction with the reactants and products of the
reaction represented by the upper and lower panels of
Fig. 5, respectively. To reach thermal equilibrium, it
is required that
𝐺host + 𝑁D 𝜇A − 𝑁D 𝑞𝐸F = 𝐺defect + 𝑁D 𝜇B ,

Now, defining the right hand side of Eq. (4) as the
defect formation energy (∆𝐸f ), we have
(︁ ∆𝐸 )︁
f
𝑁D = 𝑁site exp −
.
(5)
𝑘B 𝑇
This is the relation generally used to calculate defect concentration in a material. To be general for
a more complex defect involving the exchange of more
atomic species,∑︀the chemical potential terms can be
grouped into
𝑖 𝑛𝑖 𝜇𝑖 , where 𝑖 is the index for the
atomic species and 𝑛𝑖 is negative (positive) if the
atomic species is to be doped into (removed from) the
host. Then, the defect formation energy is given by
∆𝐸f ≡ ∆𝐻 − 𝑇 ∆𝑆v + Σ𝑖 𝑛𝑖 𝜇𝑖 + 𝑞𝐸F .

Thermal
equilibrium

mA
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(3)

where 𝐺host and 𝐺defect are the Gibbs free energies
of the host and defect systems, respectively, and 𝑁D
is the total number of A-on-B defects formed during
the reaction. Using 𝐺 = 𝐻 − 𝑇 𝑆 and separating the
entropy into configurational entropy (𝑆c ) and vibrational entropy (𝑆v ), we have
(︁ 𝑁 )︁
D
−𝑘B 𝑇 ln
= ∆𝐻 − 𝑇 ∆𝑆v − 𝜇A + 𝜇B + 𝑞𝐸F , (4)
𝑁site
where ∆𝐻 and ∆𝑆v are the changes in enthalpy and
vibrational entropy per defect, respectively, and 𝑁site
is the total number of lattice sites that can accommodate the defects. The relation 𝑆c ≈ 𝑘B 𝑁D ln(𝑁site /𝑁D )
has been used under the approximation that 𝑁D ≪
𝑁site , i.e., the dilute limit of defect concentration.

(6)

The defect formation energy defined in this way is not
simply the change in Gibbs free energy between the
defect and host systems because the configurational
entropy due to the presence of defects has been considered separately. Also, note that in practical calculations the chemical potentials 𝜇𝑖 are measured with
respect to the corresponding 𝐸𝑖 and written as 𝐸𝑖 +𝜇𝑖
as in Eq. (2), while the Fermi level 𝐸F is measured with
respect to 𝐸VBM and written as 𝐸VBM + 𝐸F .
In common calculations on ∆𝐸f , the contributions
from the 𝑃 𝑉 term and the vibrational entropy are often ignored. We have followed these approximations
in this work. In such a case, 𝐻 is replaced by the
internal energy 𝑈 . Moreover, as the movements of
nuclei are treated classically, the contribution from kinetic energies is canceled according to the equipartition theorem so that the internal energy 𝑈 is further
replaced by the potential energy 𝐸 (or total energy in
the common context of DFT calculations). As a result of the treatment mentioned above, ∆𝐻 in Eq. (6)
is replaced by 𝐸D − 𝐸0 in Eq. (2). As 𝐸D and 𝐸0 are
both evaluated at finite temperature, the 𝐸𝑖 terms in
chemical potentials are also supposed to be obtained
at the same temperature by MD simulations. However, because the 𝐸𝑖 terms are all from calculations
on single atomic species and the averaged potential
energy equals the averaged kinetic energy, it is valid to
simply amend 𝐸𝑖 by 32 𝑘B 𝑇 because the temperaturedependent part of the internal energy is 3𝑘B 𝑇 .
The focus of this paper is to discuss the issue and
solution on defect study of statically unstable materials. The proposed approach was to demonstrate
that the MD-based calculations are able to remove
the randomness in defect structures and their associated total energies. Nevertheless, it is still worthwhile
to discuss the possible errors that could exist in our
results. The calculation of band edge positions of lead
halide perovskites suffers from both the well-known
DFT errors and the strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
effect.[49,50] Hybrid functional calculations with SOC
employing a sufficiently large supercell and full structure relaxations would be desired for the study of lead
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halide perovskites.[33] However, based on our previous
studies[18,33] and the results in this work, there is an
important conclusion which is consistent, i.e., the appearance of deep-level defects is always accompanied
by the formation of a Pb dimer or an I trimer suggesting that the results from semilocal functionals are
still worth of reference. Nevertheless, whether the Pb
dimers and I trimers observed in our PBEsol calculations can exist in high-level calculations will need
further examination.
Before concluding, we comment that the method
proposed above should be generally applicable to the
study on defect properties in other statically unstable semiconductor materials. One important application would be on the study of thermoelectric materials,
which often exhibit rich phase transitions at elevated
temperatures.[51−53] The high-temperature phases of
such materials are mostly statically unstable similar to
𝛼-CsPbI3 . Even more complicated is the possibility of
liquid-like behavior of cations in some thermoelectric
materials, e.g., cuprous chalcogenides.[54] Even though
defect properties are of central importance for the
electronic properties of thermoelectric materials, commonly used first-principles approaches cannot reliably
describe such liquid-like materials. Our approach is
expected to be straightforwardly applied to such systems.
In summary, by MD simulation and phonon calculation we show the static instability of 𝛼-CsPbI3 with
the 𝑃 𝑚3̄𝑚 symmetry. We demonstrate the band gap
issue and, more seriously, the randomness issue in the
calculation of defect transition levels incurred by the
static instability. We propose to use MD simulation
to sample the configuration space in such defect calculations. This approach is able to obtain sufficiently
accurate defect transition levels for evaluating the defect tolerance of this material. The errors in the results can be estimated by the standard deviation of
the total energies from the ensemble average through
a Gaussian fitting. By the MD-based approach, we
observe eight deep defect transition levels, which are
always associated with the formation of Pb dimers or
I trimers. It is found that two electrons in the conduction band will induce the formation of a Pb dimer and
two holes in the valence band will induce the formation
of an I trimer. According to the previous proposal,[18]
such deep-level transitions can always be avoided if the
Fermi level is located at the mid-gap, which is actually
the case for most lead halide perovskites. This MDbased approach is expected to be straightforwardly
generalized to other statically unstable materials.
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